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"We won't have

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

16, 2007

a society if we destroy the environment.'
Margaret Mead

pan campu
Laura McHugh
Chief Staff Writer

trash and recyclables are mixed together and placed in a recycling dumpster."
Six students attended the sponsored
trip to Medina.
On Wednesday, Greenhouse set up a
table in Lowry Center, asking students
to take a photograph holding a speech
bubble with an environmental request.
Requests included asking the College to
compost and buy local and organic food.
In total, Greenhouse president Allison
Passero '08 said 80 students took
photographs. She said that the pictures
will be printed and sent to President

Greenhouse, the student environmental group on campus, has sponsored "We Recycle Week" to raise

of environmental issues on
campus. Events for "We Recycle Week"
have included a recycled art contest on
Monday. Students, using recycled
awareness

materials, created original designs now
on display in Lowry Center.. The winner, which will be announced Friday at
'Vegan Co-O- p,
will receive a gift
certificate to local businesses. The
Environmental Task Force reports that
the College averages about 19 tons of
recyclable items during the school year,
with about 61 tons of solid waste per
month.
On Tuesday, Greenhouse sponsored
a trip to The Central Processing
Facility in Medina, where the College
sends its
recycling bins to
be separated. Rumors that the College
does not recycle spread around campus
.after several students reported the
College was dumping recycled material
and garbage into the same truck.
according
the
to
Environmental Task Force, "is also
known as single stream recycling as

Cornwell.

co-ming- led

Co-mingl-

'.

'

On Thursday, students were invited
to play a round of recycled putt-pu- tt
golf in Lowry Pitt. Dan Indovina, the
College's supervisor of academic and
administrative custodial services, was
also in the Pitt, answering students
questions about recycling on campus.
Friday is the culmination of "We
Recycle Week." Greenhouse is sponsoring an environmentally-theme- d
scavenger hunt starting at 4 p.m. Passero
said lists are available for pickup at the
front desk in Lowry Center. She recommends participants bring a digital camera. The winner of the scavenger hunt
will be decided at Vegan Co-O-p
at 6:30
p.m. in Babcock Dining Hall. "

ed,

"

;"'

Amber Phillips '08, Andrew Gross '08 and Chef Rick Keyes eat at the Vegan Co-O- p
at
OverUnder at Overholt House. Chef Rick has been attending Greenhouse's Vegan Coops to learn what kinds of vegetarian and vegan options students would like to see in
Lowry (Photo by Karin Johnson).
Usually held on Fridays at 6:30 p.m.
in Overholt house, Vegan Co-O-p
is an
opportunity for students to meet and
cook full meals with only vegan ingre-

p
said attendance this year
Vegan
has been overwhelming with about 50
Co-O-

students cramming into the basement
of Overholt each week. Phillips said the
atmosphere is great, but it might be

dients. Amber Phillips '08, leader of

nice if everyone got to sit down.
Rick Keyes, Wooster's chef of student dining, began attending the p
Co-O-

See "Recycle," page 2

Student ideas to be driving force behind Campus Center
Hugh Brown
Voice Staff

should fit itself to student life."
Currently, plans are only in the "suggestive stages." Officially named the
stage," the purpose
of this phase is to gather all ideas on
what the new campus, center should

ng

The College of Wooster is going to
undergo a series of drastic facelifts to
wake up what President Cornwell has
called the "tired" aesthetic of campus.
"
Beginning with the beautification of
Beall Avenue, the campus' revival will
soon follow with its central project:
the renovation and combination of the .
Lowry Student Center with the
Armington Physical Education Center.
To- guide the project, the College has
assembled the "Campus Center
Steering Committee." The committee
consists of members from almost
every aspect of campus life, including
athletics, academics, hospitality services and a student representative from
the classes of 2008 and 2009.
,

,

Although most members on the
committee are upper-rankimembers
of their respective departments, ask "
any member of the comtnittee what
they envision for the project and they
will be quick to point out that it is not
their vision that truly matters; it is that
of the students. "
"New students don't follow old Jiv?
ing models," said Kurt Holmes, dean of
students. "It is only fitting that we
focus not on building a specifically student center, rather a cdmpus center to
accommodate new, impromptu lifestyles. Students now aren't as focused
on blocking their time as they used to
be. You don't wake up in the morning
and think about getting a cup of coffee,
then spending an hour studying, then
working out for an hour, then socializing. We think that a new campus center

-

"pfe-prbgramm-

...

Committee.

--

ing

'

include.
"As

director of administrative services and
chair of the Campus Center Steering

faas ideasgo,

of the gamut," said

I've heard the run

--

Jeff Roche, Dean of

"Of course we'll still be taking ideas
during the programming stage, but
this is the phase where we determine
the costs associated with these ideas, so
it is important we already have our
thoughts mostly finalized."
Students have a wide range of ideas
for the new campus center. Jake Blasini
'08 is focused on functionality and
unity. "I'd like to see something with
student organizations in mind, so
everybody knows what's going on
around campus and so attendance to
campus events might go up. Right now
everybody" is kind of left to do their

the class of 2010 and Professor of history. "Anywhere from ideas good for
'me and a few friends' to ideas designed
"with campus-wid- e
use in mind.
They're all good ideas. We've just got 1
to keep our ear to the ground to hear
exactly what students want so we can
create something that will be right." "We'd like to finish the
stage by the end of this semester,
own thing." ' .
so we can move on to the 'program- "In order for students to maintain
ming stage,'" said Jackie Middleton,
the level of fitness they desire, it's a
pre-program-m-

ing

"

--

necessity that we see updated fitness
facilities," said Kenny Fisher '08, who
works at the training room desk in the
P.E.C. "I see a lot of overflow come
through here; people ... come in, see it's
full and walk out."
Amber Phillips '08 focused more on
what the building could do itself: "Ttor
new campus center should be energy
efficient. It could incorporate recycled
materials, maybe have more natural
lighting so we don't use electricity
during the day. But it should definitely
have better bike racks." Ultimately, the best ideas for what
will go into our new campus center
will have to come from the student
body itself.

Students are encouraged to send any
ideas regarding the new campus center
to campuscenterwooster.edu.

Hustwit discusses miracles after assuming Ferris Chair
'

Professor of Philosophy
and current Chair of the
Philosophy department
Henry Kreuzman said
regarding fellow professor Ronald Hustwit.
"But his real service to
the College has been to
serve as a resident gad--'
fly. On many occasions ,
Ron has asked a simple
question or made an
observation that caused
us, his, colleagues and
the College to pause, to
stop and- - to take time to
think it over together."
Hustwit continued to.

..

and students attended, as well as
Hustwit's family, friends and
colleagues, from other institutions.
After the reception, Kreuzman introduced Hustwit, and announced that
the department, with the assistance
of alumni and - - r1

the

Hustwit Prize in
philosophy.

News Editor

.

"He's chaired the philosophy
department
for
than anyone can remember,"
on-and--
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Karn Johnson '08 talks
about the racism issues that

page

tongues cut

out, said that
fo tMnk
phrlosophy major
even though
who, in the judg- - . together."
was
there
ment of the
likely a natu- department, has
HENRY KREUZMAN ral explana
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY tion for this,
shown a great
love for both the '
it
a
was
subject and the practice of philosomiracle nonetheless.
phy," Kreuzman explained.
"It was one of those remarks that
I found it a long time ago, and it just
The main focus of the evening,
however, was Hustwit's lecture. The caught me. And I started poking
around and the more I poked around
dealt
with
lecture
Ludwig
Wittgenstein, a groundbreaking and played with it the more it caught
who he has me," said Hustwit.
analytic philosopher
He proceeded to explore this
studied extensively over his career
.
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have put Denison University
in the news. Read more on
3.

continued to
speak despite
having their

.
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The Hustwit colleagues and the College
prize will be
awarded annual- - tO paUSe, tO Stop and to
ly to a senior

"Wittgenstein, Miracles
auu me vauaai ruiiu ui

View" at an event held to honor his
assumption of the Frank Halliday
Ferris
Chair
of
Religious
Philosophy.
The event began with a dessert
reception, which many professors

tion or made an observa- -

--

'rofessor of Philosophy Ron Hustwit, pic- - c ,
tured here with his son, delivered a lec- - pause and think on
ture On the Occasion Of his appointment tO Monday as he delivered
the Frank Halliday Ferris Chair of a lecture, entitled

Jonah Comstock

e.

Ronald

Newman,

;

'On many occasions Ron .

College,

SJ1; hwaskedasimpleque'

F

Philosophy (PhOtO COUrtesy OPI).

and, in particular, his ideas about
miracles.
Hustwit began by sharing a quote
from Wittgenstein, in which he puzzled over the words of John Henry
Cardinal Newman.

;
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Mike Doerr '08 responds to

The Harry Potter dinnerbook

This year's Stage Door Dance

Alex Cacioppo's '09 various
criticisms of President Bush.

drive was a success, with

Concert, to be held this week-

See page 3 for more.

8

v

staff and ' students
dressed as characters from
the books. Read more on
page 4.

.

m

.
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See "Hustwit," page 2
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point, asking, "Are only those events
truly miraculous that are inexplicable
in naturalistic terms? Is a miracle
only that which cannot be explained
by science?"
"Once we are engaged with this
question, we have lost all sense of
what a miracle is," said Hustwit,
explaining Wittgenstein's position.
"We are looking for a naturalistic
explanation based on naturalistic
facts and in this search, one will
either find a naturalistic explanation
or admit that while one cannot find it
now, one is still possible. Miracles
never happen."
Wittgenstein believed in a very different definition of miracles, that the
real miracles were broader existential
issues. One such miracle is the sense
of wonderment one feels at the existence of the'world. Another is the
existence of language.
"He connects the miracle of the
existence of the world to the existence of language. The existence of
the world and the existence of language are the same miracle. They
harbor the same paradox," said

end,

will

incorporate ballet,

tap, modern and other

vari-

eties of styles. Read more on
page 6.

I.

The football team concluded their season by
trouncing Kenyon 49 13,
ending their season 4 - 6.
See more on page 7.
--
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Okun uses photographs to share experiences

NATIONAL

International

Ten-year-o-

they are unable to remain hopeful
Week. He spoke
and begin to act out how they are
about his sumportrayed.
mer in Africa
Combatting this notion, the aspirwith
Pulitzer ing photographer shoots pictures in
Prize winning his own community revealing the
Op-E- d
columinner beauty not seen by the news
nist Nicholas stories. His subjects are urban youth
Kristof.
enjoying life in the midst of a strugOkun is a gling community.
i
teacher
at
Okun traveled to Rwanda, Africa,
i
d
s
a Rhodes
t
s
with
Kristof, Lina Wen
e
We
a sepaand
Scholar
cameraman
a
Alternative
High School in a rate documentary film crew. He
recounted his amazement at the modneighborern technology and culture he withood
in nessed in the capital when they
He arrived.
Chicago.
received
the
They met with the President of
honor of travelRwanda, who had similar complaints
ing to Africa by about the media's coverage of Africa.
winning
the He wanted people outside of Africa
New
York to see the development that has taken
Times
essay place, not just the images of poor,'
contest, with his malnourished people.
account of his
But they were not in Rwanda for
Will Okun spoke to students about traveling immediate sur- - the wealth of the capital, as Kristof
through Africa with The New York Times (Photo roundl"gs -- a did not believe scenes of bar hopping
7p,ed and fine cuisine would move the
by Karin Johnson).
American people. He said that
Because the media only portrays
Americans are numb to the images of
Marty Schneider
the negative aspects of this neighborthe poor because of Hollywood repVoice Staff
hood, Okun explained, the residents
resentations of African poverty and
Sunday night, Will Okun presented
are only able to see the worst parts of that for Americans to be sobered by
their own community. He argued that
"Breaking Bread with a Warlord: A
his work, he must find' the. worst of
Journey to Africa with The New York because the media does not focus on the worst.
Times"
as
the
of any positive aspects of the cpmmuni- capstone
Their first stop was at a school in a

boy

ld

involved in CA fires
A

boy who confessed

10-year-- old

to starting one of last month's
devastating fires in Southern
California will not be charged, 'prosecutors said Tuesday.
The boy ignited brush outside of
his home, but there is no evidence of
intent, according to a statement by
the Los Angeles County District

Attorney's Office.
The Department of Children and
Family Services will review the case
and decide whether additional steps
are necessary.
This particular fire spread
throughout 38,000 acres and
destroyed 2 homes.
1

Scientists extract stem
cells from monkeys
Researchers in Oregon reported
Wednesday that they successfully
extracted stem cells from early monkey embryos that had been cloned.
This is the first time such cells have
been constructed in an animal other
than a mouse. Researchers also suspect
this meth6d should work in humans.
The cloned monkey stem cells are
universal cells. Scientists grew them in
Petri dishes, and then changed them
into monkey heart and nerve cells.

New York governor Eliot Spitzer
announced Wednesday
that he
would discard his idea to allow illegal immigrants to obtain driver's
'
licenses.
The initial idea had been expanded
in
when
September,
Spitzer
announced that New York would
offer a Real I.D.,' a federally recog
nized license that would not be
obtainable for illegal immigrants.
Over the past seven weeks, Spitzer,
a Democrat, has drawn . national
attention from his proposal. Despite
his efforts, the majority of New
Yorkers oppose the idea.

Alexandra DeGrandChamp
Voice Staff
Director of Campus Grounds Beau
Mastrine and his crew at The College
of Wooster have been awarded the
prestigious Green Star award from the
Professional Grounds, Management
Society for their work during and after
the renovation of Kauke Hall.
To enter the contest, Mastrine compiled
a

operating budget.
In the University or College
grounds category, The College of
Wooster was the only institution
receiving the "grand" award. Colleges
receiving the "honors" - green star
include the University of Virginia,
Texas Tech University,
Texas
Woman's University and Penn State
'"
Delaware County.
; The crew at Wooster, which
consists

of

:

Microsoft "My first thought was that
PowerPoint

'

11

full-ti-

me

employees and six

seasonal workers,
maintains
the
depicting the
College's
352
rrpw at- work
I
acres,
which
Kauke that entered. Something we includes the nine
the
.
.
.
1
renova- - j-- j
nan
hole
Boles
did
won
exciting.'
ttion process
Memorial
Golf
. chaland
Course. Day-todBrian Orosz
lenges faced
operations
groundskeeper
during
the
include mainte- project.
nance, fertilizer
and pesticide application, management
steps for snow
removal,
the greens on of the College's S,000-od-d
trees, mowthe golf course, trash removal and
ing about 140 acres, snow removal on
maintaining campus trees were chalthe campus's nine miles of sidewalks,
lenges," Mastrine said.
19 acres of asphalt, 100 buildings, leaf
According to Mastrine, the entry
removal and trash pickup, in addition
process also included descriptions of to commencement set-u- p,
landscape
the College and the site, materials that installation and design and equipment
were used, "how many trees, how
and vehicle maintenance.
many shrubs, how many square feet of
This was the second time Mastrine
brick sidewalks," as well as information
and the crew entered the contest, but
used to compare the College's ground
the first time the grounds team has
crew to similar schools, such as the been awarded. After waiting the two-ye- ar
number of employees in relation to the
interval for reentry, Mastrine said

presentation
- -

prison

d

.

,

.

.

it s amazing when you think
Qf thg
fe
of

-

IT-1-

that's

-

terms may be reduced

ay

The

U.S. Sentencing Commission
changes in sentence

is considering

terms for federal prisoners convicted
of crack cocaine-relat-ed
offenses.
The changes may shorten sentences for up to 20,000 current prisoners, and if the changes are
approved soon, up to 2,500 prisoners
could be released within one year.
On Nov. 1, new guidelines reduced
the different sentences one could
receive for convictions involving
crack cocaine and coca'ine in powder
form. Previously, the penalties for
possession of one gram and 100
grams were the same.

"Hand-shoveli-

ng

hand-wateri- ng

WORLD

Chef visits

Iraq intends to spend
on capital projects
Despite

ty,

camp of Tanzanian refugees, who
were placed in this area because no
one else would live there. The camp
is in a desolate area with ho food,
water, or other resources necessary
to live.
Okun noticed on his way into the
camp that it was surrounded by lush
vegetation and a country teeming
with life. That life and vegetation,
however, did not always reach the
refugees within the camp.
Their next stop was the
Democratic Republic of Congo.
Under strict orders of the United
Nations, they were not to travel to
certain areas and were never allowed
to travel at night. They broke these
rules immediately, driving under the
cover of night to meet with the main
rebel leader in the DRC.
The first thing Okun noticed was
how charismatic the leader was. In
fact, after meeting with both the
President of Rwanda and the leader
of the rebel clan, he found both men
equally convincing.
Okun's photos from his experience
were incredibly moving, showing that
there is love and compassion within
each community in Africa, whether
poor or wealthy. His message was
clear; the middle class must start
thinking of people in poverty as able
and equal, even if they live in what
we may deem discouraging circum- -'
stances.

Wooster's grounds crew wins first Hustwit
Green Star award for the College honored

Spitzer denies illegal
immigrants licenses

Drug-relate-

Section Editors:
Jonah Comstock
Chandra Asar

vegan

turmoil, the
Iraq announced

that he will enter a different project
"for sure."

The grounds crew was thrilled upon
receiving the news of the award.
Mastrine said that the award
''reflects, the dedication of the staff
and the appreciation they have for
their jobs and for the College.' It says"
a lot about the
;
(
Groundskeeper Brian Orosz agreed
with Mastrine, staying, "My first
thought was that it's amazing when
you think of the wide area of people
that entered. Something we did won -that's exciting."
Groundskeeper Gary Beckler, who
accompanied Mastrine to the awards
ceremony, was glad to be associated
with the prestige of the award: "It was
nice to be in the same company
of
the schools that also won."
Other members of the department
include groundskeepers Bill Carlton,
Teri Gray and Dave Horn, mechanic
Mitch Lietzke, horticulturist Mark
Niemcyzk, Elaine Over, Carl Wetz and
Matt Schultzman.
"This is a very close department,"
said Mastrine. "We have a lot of fun."
The
Professional
Grounds
Management Society presented 38
additional institutions with grand or
honors awards at its 35th annual
awards ceremony in Louisville, Ky.
from Oct. 24 to 27. For more information about the award, or to view partial presentations from each of the
award recipients, visit pgms.org.
4-'partrnen-

t."i

,

.

Hustwit
'continued from p.

1

Hustwit.
The relationship between science
and miracles led Hustwit into the
the
exploration of a larger issue
j causaj pouit of, view.
"In science we bring the belief
that everything must have a cause to
all our considerations," said Hustwit.
"But-th- ts
is a perspective. It is not
the only way to look at things. The
insidious thing is that we, adopting
the causal point of view, will come
to think that what has happened
must have happened this way."
Hustwit listed some of the issues
related to this that Wittgenstein had
with the scientific community. For
instance, the presupposition of scientists that they may someday
understand everything posed problems for the philosopher.
"The neurosurgeon never finds
dreams, memory or love in his
work," said Hustwit. "Is he looking
for love in all the wrong places?"
Hustwit concluded the lecture by
talking about his scholarship at
Wooster.
"When I came to Wooster I
couldn't do this," he said. "I really
learned lots and lots from talking to
students and colleagues. Philosophy is
an event in progress. This paper isn't
finished. I hope I'm not finished."
.

.

,

;

Writing Center officially opens in Andrews Room

co-o- p

it

national

government of

Wednesday that it plans to spend $19
billion next year on capital projects
across the country.
Deputy Prime Minister Barham
Salih acknowledged "security challenges" in Iraq, but also noted the
importance of combating terrorism
and extremism in the country.
Of the total, $900 million will be
spent in Baghdad.
Briefs compiled by

Justine McCullough

Recycle
continued from p.

1

in November

to build a relationship
with the VeganVegetarian community
on campus and to introduce new ideas
to expand menu options at the dining

"r

halls.
"I have told many of the students
that they are like our taste test kitchen,"
said Keyes. They have said that they
are very open to that." Keyes said he has
enjoyed both the food and the fellowp
and has learned that stuship at
dents want more intense flavors and
fewer meat substitute products.
Co-O-

On page 8 of last week's paper, in
the story "Basketball sets sights on
NCAC Championship, Salem," Tom
Port '07 was identified as first-tea- m
for D3hoops.com.
In
fact, Port was second-tea- m
for D3hoops.com and first-tea- m
for the NABC. An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to
All-Amer-

ica

All-Amer-

voicefy-Muiter.eJ-

u.

ica

The

p
food he's made at
is
said Phillips, referring to
Chef Rick's spicy chili dish and coconut
Thai tofu dish. Often Vegan Co-O-p
dinwill
have
jveek's
ners
a theme. This
theme is a Thanksgiving potluck. In
addition to traditional Thanksgiving
Co-O-

delicious,"

dishes like stuffing, vegetables and
vegan pumpkin pie, Chef Rick is
preparing stufTed mushrooms. Students
are inv ited to cook their own dishes to
share.

The Writing Center, located in the Andrews Room of the Andrews Library, had its
grand opening on Wednesday, which allowed students to meet the staff and enter
a raffle for prizes. The Center's purpose is to help students think critically about
their work, and it is open to those who would like assistance in drafting, planning
and revising their work (Photo courtesy Emma Karasz).
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Doerr doubts Cacioppo's proposal

Pakistani politics poses
threat to human rights

Alex Cacioppo's editorial, "The dire has violated human rights and therebut is also willing to commit such an
need for political reactionaries: the fore deserves the death sentence.
atrocity himself. I find his position
time has come to serve your country"
Cacioppo presses this point further,
shocking not simply for the callous
published in the Nov. 9 issue of the' registering his shock that we have not, attitude it takes with regard for the
Voice, contains serious and extremely
as a country, rushed to murder our
way we should administer justice to
undesirable implications for the. way mentally-i- ll president, something he the mentally ill. He really should have '
Currently, many Pakistani academacquiescent and compliant with the
been able to pick out such a blatant
we think about
considers a modest proposal.
ics and students are speaking out
current chief of the Pakistani army.
justice and the
Suggesting it is right to sentence contradiction in advocating that we
against the current political situation
In its 60 years of independence,
mentally ill. This people. who have committed crimes violate human rights out of a desire to
in Pakistan. Sadly, the construction of Pakistan has been under
o
is a very sensitive
while clinically insane to the death protect them.
nation-sta- te
the Western-impose- d
cratic rule for over 40 years. The army,
and very serious sentence, whatever their crimes, is not
What Cacioppo proposed in his ediframework is dilapidated and we are which has failed to target terrorist
issue
torial last week holds terrible implicamodest. In the opinion of this editoriinvolving
attacks that have occurred in massive
seeing the immedihuman rights and, alist, it is always a grave and terrible tions for human rights and justice. As
mikedoerr
ate causes of comnumber over the past few months, has
as such, deserves
human rights violation to exercise the much as he and I may disagree with
peting fundamensuppressed the people of Pakistan
far better than the rather curt treatdeath penalty, and it is especially so in our president and his practices (such
talisms, suppreswith its current capricious and irrement it received in his editorial.
as waterboarding), President Bush is
the case of the mentally ill. '
sion of civil libersponsible actions. The main existence
He first diagnoses President Bush
His editorial represents the casual
not a sociopath.
ties and lack of an of Pakistan's judiciary and media is as a sociopath, using the Diagnostic
I take it that Cacioppo is doing one
attitude many take towards the death
open, transparent under threat.
and Statistical Manual of Mental
fatimanavqi
of two things; either he is making fun
penalty in this country, and its applipolitical system in
Regardless of our race, creed or Disorders.. He then states that, cation to those who certainly do not of the mentally ill or he is advocating
Pakistan.
nationality as global citizens we all because President Bush and his deserve it (but receive it) all too often:
that we sentence someone who is menGeneral Pervez Musharraf ruled need to condemn the unconstitutional
administration are responsible for a the mentally ill. ?
'
tally ill to death. Either he is being
the country with a tenuous civilian imposition of "emergency rule" in plethora of human rights abuses, they
serious in the diagnosis he makes at
Why are the mentally ill a unique
deserve "a democratically-operate- d
case for considerations about justice? the start of the editorial and is committed to a terrible contradiction, or
that will answej- - their It is a basic principle of legal culpabil"Regardless
race, creed
as punishment
who
crimes in the severest method possithat
ity
are committing he is not being serious and is making
persons
"defenble."
He
all
citizens
need
condemn
we
global
crimes are sane enough to recognize t light of mental illnjss.
goes on to say that the
,
One way or another, he has commitdants at Nuremburg were hanged for them as such. That one would actually ,
imposition
ted himself to thinking about justice
crimes against humanity, atrocities for advocate putting anyone who is menand the mentally ill in a way that is
which our leaders would have faced tally ill to death then goes well beyond
in Pakistan,
bans
television
on
modin
is
reprehensible.
similar verdicts." This, taken with his what decent or acceptable a
channels and
media, as well as
shockprevious sentiment, "it is truly
ern, humane system of justice.
It is also inconsistent with the aim
ing that the firing squad is unmentioncivil
and human rights."
upon
Mike is a regular contributor to the
able" as a penalty for President Bush's
of Cacioppo's editorial. He is interested in removing President Bush from Voice. He can be reached for comment at
actions shows Cacioppo's position
MDoerr08wooster.edu.
facade, but his power base was
and Pakistan, the bans put on television
office for his human rights violations,
clearly; President Bush, in his insanity,
r
restricted to the channels and the national media, as
has always been
army. The struggle to demand a firm well as restrictions put upon our civil
'
separation of powers between the liberties and human rights.
kinds of events. Only a small amount ward in front of a large gathering of
Last Wednesday
state and the judiciary, which has been
at Denison
historically proven to be weak, is of This is Fatima's first editorial for the
of students at this College know the students in Lowry pit in December to
University, President Dale Thomas
Voice. She can be reached for comment at
critical importance.
Knobel cancelled classes and gathered
confusion surrounding events like say that they were sorry. Their punPakistan's judges have usually been FNavqilOwooster.edu.
2,000 students, faculty and staff to these. Seniors here remember how, on ishment: expulsion.
),
Many were surprised, confused and
an
discuss the values of the college at a Oct. 8, 2004 (in our
forum held in response to a number of "incident" occurred in Bornhuetter
angry. Instead of dealing with this
problem the community ignored it.
Hall.
acts of intolerance
woke up one morning to Students, faculty and administration
Students
both
involving
To the Editor:
decision.
the
questioned
find hate speech written across door alike
racial and homoA few weeks ago, I wrote an editorial criticizing Nick Holt's coverage of The
allowed
students
the
I have been
walls.
they
Eventually,
white
boards
and
These
slurs.
phobic
College of Wooster's football games. I claimed that his coverage was skewed, or
stopped.
back,
discussion
soon
week
but
in
the
rather
surprised
occurred
past
on
events
at least not what I would think of as objective. He responded the following week
I do not remember having one conDenison's campus when I have brought up this event to
with a rebuttal that I had attacked him personally and held him to a
idea what structive discussion in class about the
have
few
no
who
underclassmen
last
the
over
karinjohnson
notion of what his job is supposed to be.
event; it's possible that it was only
months. The forum I am talking about. Let me say more.
My article did include some language that seemed to question Holt's motives
mentioned in passing.
became
hazy.
months
The
hours
following
last
was
two
originally meant to
in his reporting style. Of course, I will take Holt on his word that he does not
These issues haven't occurred at
student
the
was
sent
to
and
An
lasted for over eight, some reportand that he was simply oblivious to the loaded lan"harbor some sort of
hapto quite the extent that
Wooster
what
them
inform
of
body to
ing as long as 12 hours.
guage that he used in the coverage of our game against Wittenberg. How can
is
for
experiencing, and I don't
Denison
search
the
perpetraThe forum was in response to a pened, and the
we be sure of anyone's intentions, for that matter? But I do not think that I was
scold
Wooster for the way it
to
mean
tors began.
out of line in assuming that Holt uses his words deliberately. That is the job of poster that a singing group on campus
These are con
situation.
the
handled
made around the time of Halloween
Discussions of the student stereoa journalist.
fusing times.
that said "Come
And I will not admit that I have laid out a definition for "objective" that is
My point is
hang out with us"
defaced college
liberal
"Yes, a
impossible to attain, as Holt implies in his rebuttal. He argues that I take the
this:
Wooster
with a picture of a
term "objective" to mean both "independent of opinion" and "lacking negative
while students, no
and offensive
Several stunoose.
opinion."
matter if you
dent groups on intoxicated.
did
prove a point.
In fact, I take the term "objective" to mean the former, but the latter is
perceive our
Wooster's
campus
implied. This means that I expect news coverage to subscribe to a level of neudiscussed
on
issues
were
being
campus.
campus to be
with
responded
trality that I did not find in Holt's coverage.
one of tolerand
spoke
protests
stuHolt is right to assume that this season's record has been disappointing for
in
a
came
ance, it can
use
the
out
against
the team. However, as the season was winding down, the coaches and players
still happen.
the
phrase.
of
in
they
December
to
in
say
spoke more about how proud we are of the resolve that this team displayed
Do not let an
The
may
group
down the stretch. The objective reality is that we played the 15th toughest
expulsion."
sorry.
event such as
have intended
not
schedule in the country this year and, while we lost 6 of 10, we continued to get
the one at
harm by it, but
any
better as the season progressed.
this kind of debate. Do
spark
Denison
in the
that
capable of such things
incidences
seem
considering
current
types
The point of my editorial was not to call for sugarcoated accounts of games
media such as Jena 6, these are sensibegan and, as former President Stan. not be afraid to discuss if there are
that we lost. The point was to draw some needed attention to the fact that Holt
times. Later, an African-AmericHales mentioned in his convocation problems on campus regarding these
tive
"editorialized" news coverage.
as he admitted
address the next school year, "too issues until its explodes and everyone
RA was slipped a note under the door
with a swastika on it and the phrase much of the community discourse is left dumbfounded.
Ryan Thomas '08
As those who hold onto the memothat ensued, in settings both formal
"stop causing trouble."
informal,
of the Bornhuetter Hall incident
turned
often
also
ries
out
the
too
Discussion at the forum brought
and
i
and
offensive."
be
move
distasteful
on and the College continues to
together to discuss . to
community
editorialists
for
this
to
additional
for
year
is
looking
and
We
reacted to the event
Viewpoints
too change, I would like to hold on to the
Denison's values and in turn fulfill the
national
issues.
or
global
often discussion revolved around hope that students recognize the
to "think
college's commitment
express their opinions about campus,
autonomously and critically and to be pointing fingers and anger that the importance of discussion and not only
Interested writers should contact the Viewpoints editor at
discerning moral agents and active event occurred rather than coming tolerance, but acceptance as the canj-pTOiceviewpointswooster.edu.
continually gets more diverse.
citizens of a democratic society," together to discuss what could be
It's your College; make it a place
done for change.
according to Denison's Web site.
where you and your fellow students
I applaud Denison on their efforts to
Months later, the perpetrators finalLetters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
feel comfortable and are able to have a
ly came forward.
deal with these issues constructively
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
The hippies did it? Yes, a group of free and oen dialogue.
because Wooster has had similar probAll letters must be signed and include contact information. In addilems in this area. Yet I still find it a sad liberal students defaced college proption, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
fact that it takes what can be defined erty with slurs and offensive remarks
while intoxicated. They did it to prove
via
Karin is a Photo Editor for the Voice.
to
as a hate crime to initiate discussions
voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
send
letters
Please
a
These
issues
these
were"
She can be reached for comment at
not
point.
being
on.
topics.
Wooster
Voice,
mail
The
to
Letters can also be sent by campus
for- is
these
discussed
to
on
came
KJohnsonOS wooster. ed u.
Wooster
no
campus.
They
stranger
College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
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Denison University responds to racism
first-year-
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students
group of
remarks
property with slurs.
These
it' to
They
They
not
forward front of large gathering of
that
dents
Lowry pit
Their punishment:
were

an
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A turkey-les- s

Kate Vesper

Thanksgiving: tastiness beyond Tofurkey

Enjoying feasting during the holidays the animal-friendl- y

way
Mushroom Roast

Chickenless Gravy

(from Linda McCartney's "World

cups boiling water
tablespoon vegetable oil
3 tablespoons nutritional yeast
1 vegetable bouillon cube
12 cup fresh mushrooms, diced
cup onion, finely chopped
Onion salt to taste
Unbleached
flour

2

of Vegetarian Cooking")

1

t

l2

all-purp-

l2

ose

In a large saucepan, simmer all
ingredients except the flour for
approximately, 5 minutes. Slowly add
the flour by tablespoons, whisking
after each addition, until the desired
thickness is reached. Keep warm
until served.

--

1

1

Y
Baked Apple Dessert .
(courtesy Lissy Hrvatin)
large baking apples
34 cup brown sugar, packed
12 cup raisins
12 cup nuts (of your choice)
12 teaspoon cinnamon
12 teaspoon nutmeg
tablespoon butter

medium onion
tablespoons olive oil
each green, red, yellow peppers
1 pound brown mushrooms, sliced
3 cups brown breadcrumbs
1 tablespoon dried mixed herbs
or 2 tablespoons fresh herbs
1 large organic egg, beaten
Salt, pepper and paprika to taste
cup vegetarian cheddar, grated
large or 2 small tomatoes, sliced
1

2

yr4 l

...

Saute the onion in oil for five
minutes. Stir in the chopped pep
pers and cook for another five min
utes,- - stirring occasionally. Add the
sliced mushrooms and cook until
they soften for one or two minutes.
Remove from heat. Stir in the
breadcrumbs and herbs, mix well.
Fold in the beaten egg. Season with
salt, pepper and paprika to taste.
Spoon the mixture into a well
loaf pan and
greased 9x5x3-inc- h
press down well. Sprinkle the grated cheese on top and bake at 350 F
minutes. Arrange the
for 40-4- 5
tomato slices on top for the last 15
minutes of baking. Allow the roast
to cool for 20 minutes before carefully lifting it out of the pan and
slicing it with a sharp knife.

I
.

6

rCL

,

'

ThonksgWlngX

7

l2

Wash and core' apples,- then
remove a one inch strip of peel
around the .middle pf each apple.
rt
shallow baking
Place in a
dish. Combine sugar, raisins, nuts,
cinnamon, nutmeg and brown sugar
in a small bowl. Fill the center of
each apple with the mixtures and top
the apple with 12 teaspoon of butter. Add just enougTi water to the
baking dish to cover the bottom
Bake, uncovered, at 350 F for about
30 minutes, or until apples become
tender.
-

Illustration by Jennifer Jones.

two-qua-

Katie Foulds
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

vegetarian in a family of carnivores. I must say, when I first put
this lifestyle change into effect a few
years ago, holiday food in general
became rather unappetizing to me. I
am not a huge fan of Tofurkey, and
I am a

just do not cut
it for Thanksgiving dinner.
Long story short, I needed something more, something with substance
and taste. Luckily, I have a very
thoughtful mom who spent time
studying various vegetarian cookbooks, concocted some yummy
options and created a special holiday
menu exclusively for me.
boca burgers and fribs

Now, if other vegetarians are anylike me, you want variety and
and Tofurkey is rubbery and just

thing
taste,
plain
some

odd. So, I would like to share
of my mom's recipes, with an
extra dessert recipe thrown in, so you
all can create delicious vegetarian-friendl- y
Thanksgiving cuisine. Please,
that
note
none of. these recipes are

Vegetarian-friendl-

y

Stuffing

Use your favorite stuffing recipe,
but instead substitute beef- or
chicken broth with vegetable broth
and do not add meat.
-

Vegan.

From small town Ohio to India: an American girl in Mumbai
and leafing through album after digital album of photos from their families
and home countries, I realized that
On Dec. 28, 1 will be traveling alone these friends offered a remarkable
overseas for the very first time. Not opportunity: to travel to the places
one to dawdle in one hemisphere, I'm they lived, and to see their homes and
going to India.
cultures not from the artificial view of
This announcement might be less a tourist but from the inside, from the
impressive to Wooster students than it genuine perspective of a local. The
might have been to my high school.
closer I became with them, the more
Coming out of the heart of the these friends enriched, immeasurably,
Midwest, a place where people enjoy my own perceptions and understandmild weather, evening drives and ing of the world
and the idea of
this enrichment expanding into seeing
country cooking, those I was surrounded by growing up were generaltheir countries myself become more
ly content to stay home. Vacations and more appealing.
might consist of a weekend at Kings
So this year, I took a deep breath
Island or a trip to Columbus to see the and began to organize a trip.
OSU game
not different continents.
Planning has been a convoluted
After coming to Wooster, however, I undertaking. Apart from the initial
made several close friends who were shock, after purchasing the tickets, of
international students. Listening to having my bank balance dip 2,000 doltheir stories, watching home videos lars, there have been many other,--

Molly Lehman
',
Voice Staff

.

smaller things to take care of. At the to ride the title train while I was there.
Wellness Center, an appointment with
My friend, however, a Kolkata
one of the nurses specializing in travnative, had no problems puncturing
el health ended in three new injecthat idea. "You've got to be kidding,"
tions, three vaccines
he said. "Do you have any idea how
polio, typhoid
and hepatitis A
that left me feeling cold Darjeeling is in January? Besides,
as though I had just gotten into a batthose mountains are dangerous that
tle with someone wielding a trident.
time of the year. Usually the railways
Then there was the tourist visa I needdon't even run." Unconvinced, I
ed to apply for, which necessitated the
showed him the movie's Web site,
obligation to mail my where stills from the movie depicted
passport three states away. There was the train compartments with bright
the malaria medication I had to finagle orange-and-blbrocaded walls, wide
out of my insurance company, and bench seats and dozens of richly
ly
new
clothes dressed, turbaned passengers. "Oh, my
to buy.
God," he said. "You Americans."
I have been preparing myself in
So I have contented myself with
other ways, too
and
trying to imagine looking at his old albums again
what to expect when I step off the doing that, I will admit that the disapplane in Mumbai. I saw the new Wes pointment of the train will not be too
Anderson film set in India, ''The terrible to deal with. India will not be
Darjeeling Limited," over the weekend the way Hollywood portrays it, which
and returned bound and determined
is something my American mind, how
,

nerve-wracki-

ng
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Eastern-culture-friend-

Totter' dinner charms Kittredge
0

--

v

J)

h
)

Joe Besl and Melissa Wood '09s (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh.)
Grace Lynch
Voice Staff
Witches, wands and Wooster? Last
Thursday, The College of Wooster
was overrun with witches of all
shapes and sizes as stutlents took part
in the 'Harry Potter dinner and book
drive.
Students were welcomed into
Kittredge Dining Hall by the Lady in
the Portrait, portrayed by Director of
Career Services Lisa Kastor.
This event was the brainchild of
Christine Kracker, Associate Dean of
Students and Director of Residence
Life. Kracker joined the College last
year and the first time she walked into
Kittredge, she thought it was a beau

tiful location and imagined this event.
Kittredge was decorated with cauldrons, banners, bats, brooms and a
wonderful head table. These decorations really made it feel as though you
were stepping into the Great Hall of
Hogwarts! As Resident Director of
Holden Josh Nowack (aka Cornelius
Fudge) put it, "The dining hall space
that worked perfectly for a great hall."
A Harry Potter committee was created to plan the event; this committee
was a mix of Hospitality Services,
Students Activities, WAC, The Dean
of Students Office and Residence Life,
Kracker said, "When I pitched the
idea this year I had a tremendous
response and lots of folks willing to
work on the event."

-

ever educated, hesitates to let go of.'Sri
that is the India my.
, But beneath
friends have been describing since I
a country lush and
met them
unknown, where the ancient meets the
new, a country that fluctuates, in my
mind, between the mystical and the
real, the country my friends call home
and that has, more than anything, the
capacity to teach me something
grounded in the genuine. I will not
step off the plane and look for
America, nor will I look for America's
idea of India. Instead, Twill just keep
my eyes open.

Features provides a weekly focus
on events, aspects, discussions and
viewpoints of international students as well as Americans. Please
contact Anoop Parik for more information at aparik09wooster.edu.

International Student Talent Show

The cast of characters was
played by faculty, staff and students, who really made an effort
and succeeded in looking the part.
President Cornwell, for example,
the exact likeness
was
of
Dumbledore. He gave an opening
speech to the meal and set a jovial,
relaxed tone for the evening's
activities. Dean Holmes was barely
recognizable under a thick beard,
but he made quite a convincing
Hagrid.
Other members of administration in character included Vice
President of Development Sally
Patton as Professor McGonagall,
Professor of History Jeff Roche as
Professor
Snape, Director of
Security and Greek Life Joe Kirk as
Mad-Eye
Moody and General
Manager of Student Dining Molly
Sanchez, as Madam Hooch.
The food was served family style to
large "house" tables by over 35
Resident Assistants .and students
from WAC, which created an atmosphere of conversation and fun. After
the meal, several trivia games, were
played, including Harry Potter bingo.
These games got quite competitive as
the night wore on.
The night was a great success, not
only for a new event, but also with
collecting 3 10 books to give away.
According to Holmes, "The Harry
Potter dinner was a huge success!"
of this success, talk "of other
themed dinners for the future has
arisen. Ideas include Pirates of the
Caribbean and Clue nights.
In-wak-
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As an aspect of International Week, "Culture and Talent
Show" night was held last Saturday in Gault Recital Hall.
The night included music, dancing and art as well as
clothing and assorted traditions from around the world.
Here, Mihika Chatterjee '08 performs a classical Indian
dance repertoire (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
V.'ar.t

to ba Featured! Join the Voice staff
and write!
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Cherry Flavored Elevator heightens the Woo music scene
Pat Hughes

class pause and preparing to work on
the daunting task of Junior I.S.
Last year, Miraldi and I lived next
door to each other in Holden, and I
always had the impression that he
was a fairly docile, low-kperson
who simply liked to play his guitar
very loudly at U a.m. on Sunday

Voice Staff

nine-year-o-

such low-- fi equipment, as the record- - ' to make the music happy.
"I wrote it while I was feeling
ing quality of their album is more
than decent for a home studio.
bummed out on i plane while I was
Upon, my request, Miraldi played
on vacation, and I came to the realfor me the songs on the album that ization that you can't rely on others
he was most proud of.
to make you happy; you have to make
With a wide smile on his face, he yourself happy," he said, as he
played "Don't Even Act Like This drummed along with the recording
on his desk.
...
mini lulu
I talked
with
Miraldi for a
short time longer
until I realized I
was running late
for class and "had
to leave, thankV
ing my interview
suject on my way
out the door.
I left Miraldi's"
N
room with a smile
face,
on
my
because he is proof
that student music
at The College of
Wdoster has hope.
According to

describing his day at

ld

school.

'

"We recorded 'Build Your Own
Some would argue that The
Elevator' in the basement of my
College of Wooster is not a niecca
house back home using an old
for student-base- d
bands like many
recorder. The
made
college campuses; few and far
recording a little difficult
to make
between are the musical ensembles
it actually possible for you to hear all
that populate cam
" " "
111
puses around the
""'
country.
While the lack of
organized, harmonious
ingenuity
may appear distressing to those of
us who enjoy the
uncommer-cialize- d
raw,
sound of
4
college rock, there
may be hope burgeoning on the
horizon coming in
the form of a'cher-r- y
flavored elevator.
Tucked away in
a modestly ornamented dorm room
'
in Kenarden Lodge
;
lives Dan Miraldi
"09, lead singer and
rhythm guitarist 1
for the band The
Cherry Flavored
Left: The CFE's at Battle of the Bands at the Battle of the Bands. Right: Good, clean fun (Photos courtesy
Elevator,
whose
latest
album,
"Build Your Own
is a
of the instruments being played, you
mornings.
Isn't About You" and "Days of
I quickly found this notion to be
promising sign for the budding of a
had to dub them in one at a time on Night," the second and fifth songs on
'
musical expansion on campus.
entirely false shortly after our conthe record.
top of the drum line.
Recently, I spoke with Miraldi in versation began.
It made things really stressful, as
"I love '60s pop music. Bands like
order to get a better understanding
Before I was able to ask my first
we were determined to release the
the Rolling Stones and the Beatles
of the man chiefly responsible for question, the
tranquil album on 7707, and we felt like we are huge influences on ne and I
the record's creation and release.
Miraldi began' explaining the entire were wasting a lot of timehaving to think it really shows on 'Don't Even
When I arrived at his room I found
album creation process with the line up all the instruments."
Act Like This Isn't About You.'
the singersongwriter taking a post- - frenzied enthusiasm of a sugar-hig- h
I was shocked the band had used
"The lyrics are really sad, but I try
24-tra- ck

ey

2-tr-
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Ele-vato-

Miraldi,
The
Flavored
Cherry
Elevator has received a lot of

support from fans,
However, they
are still under the
radar in the music
Dan Miraldi) world, and Mir- lamented that
7
it's really tough to get a lot of people to shows.
If you are interested in finding out
more about The Cherry Flavored
Elevator,' visit their. Web page at
www.myspace.comcfe. '
'
You can also join The Cherry
Flavored Elevator Thug Club group
onwww.Facebook.com.
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Radiohead offers fans rhythmic "In Rainbows" free of charge
sequence of arpeggios, bold riffs of distortion and melodic acoustic progres-

Will Scarlett
Voice Staff
Radiohead's

sions. Beyond all the

seventh

album, "In
Rainbows," was 'released last month to
the joy of many patient and eager.fans.
If you are at all familiar with
Radiohead's long history of stylistic
experimentation (including everything
from electronic, art-roand jazz) you
will greatly appreciate their new break
from idiosyncrasy on "In Rainbows!"
The band departs from past progressive styles seen on "Amnesiac" and
"Hail to the Thief" and instead chooses
to revisit a lyrical and rhythmic combination similar to
the highly success-

Radiohead's
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to the past glory of
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This shining rhythmic'performance
is paired with spectacular guitar compositions woven between an endless

?

Graphic art by Jennifer Jones.

Williams, Reznor combine efforts
to crouch in a corner and glare sinuously at the crowd.
Williams imitates the vocal 'style

Paula Clark
Voice Staff
First of all, Trent Reznor of Nine
Inch Nails is not the type to have proteges. Although Reznor hung around
with songstresses Courtney Love and
Tori Amos, he did not take them on as
his musical proteges (the route that
Prince took with Carmen Electra):
Courtney or Tori would probably,
never have stood for that patron-izatio- n,

but scraps the seething hatred that
would logically guidv such
dynamics in Reznor' s
medium-whisper-lo-

songs.
By virtue of this
these are the worst tracks.

ud

y,

Trent-mimicr-

p
artist Saul Williams'
newest album, Reznor fills his
own poetic void, a his own Nine
Inch Nails sensibilities are' confined to cryptic discontent and
sadism.'
Although Reznor produced the
album, Williams didn't exactly need a
helping hand; he's made two studio
albums before this.
He certainly isn't trying to milk a
ca.sh cow; this album can be purchased
for five dollars or downloaded for free
from niggytardust.com.
On both "Tr(n)igger" and "Black
History Month," Williams mimics the
signature NIN dynamics of loudness
g,
30 secand medium
onds of softness and then a fortissimo
into explosion for the finale. Reznor
usually used those 30 seconds of quiet

ftIDWl3I3SlGn)0?

(iiBavuaiBisF'

The more innovative tracks are the
"Scared
reggae-loope- d
inspired,
Money," and the title track, "Niggy
Tardust," where Williams is completely assured of his chantable chorus, "When I say Niggy, you say nothing. Niggy! (silence," which is also
joined there with a very smooth
Prince-lik- e
rap delivery.
Reznor has coordinated his industrial synth with complex rhythm
before, such as in "Down In It" or.
"Sin" ofT "Pretty Hate Machine,"
which are both downright danceable.
On Williams' effort, however, he tends
.

.

On

tracks

like

found on
Web site
(www.inrainbows.com), without the
help of a corpo
rate record label.
TECHNO BEATS AND BIZARRE
Although they
downloadable

and

"Nude"

Radiohead's

it is hard to distinguish
where the band's wide array of instru- -

"Reckoner,"

TO INTRICATE

have always been
pioneers in the
world of popular
music, it seems Radiohead has
themselves this time.

ments end and Yorke's voice begins.
The album shows the range of Yorke
superbly well, with masterful
tones and tightly coiffrollcd
high-pitch-

chemistry on "In Rainbows"
all the rest.
Along with outstanding musical

out-do- ne

By eliminating the middle man,
Radiohead has opened the d(xrs for
musical groups everywhere to allow lis-

ed

low lush notes.
Unlike the chaotic atmosphere heard
on previous albums, the band's
ic

format

"In Rainbows"

teners direct interaction with performers. Say goodbye to the big commercial
music labels and go download your
for
copy of "In Rainbows" today
desire.
w hatever price you

out-do- es

-

per- -

Battle of the Bands rocks the UG

over-produ- ce

0

fk

btch

steal a mack

truck... Bigger Thomas

hip-ho-

shout-singin-

instead of comproto
mising loudness for complexity. The
pair's artistic personas sometimes go
hand in hand. In the beginning of
"Raw," Williams sardonically quips,
io
"What's a song if you can't
it?" and suddenly we're back to being
seduced down the downward spiral of
sadism, characteristic of NIN.
Also on the final track, "The
Ritual," Williams rhymes, "Kill a
blood, spill a

anyway.
However, in producing poet and

'4R)(TEini

TO HAVE FINALLY BEEN CURED."

and through.

m

in

ghat's right, you heard correctly.
Since their contract with EMI expired
after "Hail to tire Thief," the band has
decided to release the album in a digital

vocals seems

bass and drums duo to propel each song forward, "In Rainbows" is
a solid traditional rock album through
stand-alo-

incredible album as soon as possible?
You can decide the price of "In
Rainbows" yourself.

ADDICTION

been cured.

.

Yorke in "a fashion never heard before.

"Radiohead's

to intri- ,
cate techno beats
and bizarre vocals seems to have finally
addiction

formances, Radiohead's impressive
songwriting on this album has undertransformation
gone a much-needfrom hectic babble to deeply and won- dcrfully orchestrated pieves.
Need further reasons to acquire this
ed

,

"In Rainlxws" showcases the
incredibly talented vocals pf.' Thorn

ck

ful "OK Computer."

instrumental-components-

.
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promise,

leave a corpse in the furnace."
The rage in his delivery is finally both potent arid
blood-curdlin-

half-bore-

one-not-
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where it was previously
Ultimately, the most shocking
element of this album should not
be the spontaneous U2 cover of
"Sunday Bloody Sunday" or the frantic
rxclamation point of the title.
Instead, the shock is that the musical
vision is so industri
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The Matching Hat was the winnecof the Battle" of the Bands,'
which was held at the UG this past Saturday. Although the
bands performed for free, donations were collected for the
VH1 Save the Music Foundation (Photo by Karin Johnson).
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Dancers choreograph for Stage Door Concert

The talk of the town in
"Each room in the town had its
has taken a dramatic
Hollywood
belongings,
own set of personal
turn. On Nov. 5, Lindsay Lohan's
books, jewelry, etc., so it is like walkrehab status and
This weekend, student choreograing into the past, though the seasons
bad
Britney's
phers and dancers will once again
continue to change."
moved
parenting
with
this
their
talents
the
to
Andrus revealed one reason
bring
stage
out of the spotthe annual Stage Door Dance
year's concert wi)l stand out from past
the
as
light
Concert.
years' performances.
between
struggle
fall
dance
con
"This year's
"We're trying something
the
Writers
different for the opening:
cert brings together a wide
Guild
of
variety of styles, including
dancers will be on stage missiebender
America
(WGA)
modern, ballet and even a little
warming up as the audience
and the Alliance
takes their seats," said
tap," said Valerie Andrus 'Q9.
of Motion Picture and Television
Andrus.
In addition to exhibiting
x f
am1
"I
Producers (AMPTP) took center
their ability to master different
excited to see how
dance genres, many of the perthe audience responds to the
stage.
wide variety of music and
This new fiasco is plastered on
formers will also reveal their
dance styles in .this year's
every newspaper, entertainment teleability to play a variety of
vision program and media blog with
roles in the production; many
There's definitely
concert.
of the dancers, like Kelly
good reason: it's affecting over 12,000
something in it for everyone,"
writers in the WGA.
she said.
Knapp '08, are also choreogra.
Members of the 2007 WGA Strike
Various student choreographers.
"I will be performing in two
are making moves to stand up and
phers will present their work,
from first-yea- rs
pieces, one. of which I choreofight for what they believe.
to fifth year
'
I am particularly
Both the east and the west chapter
seniors.
graphed.
i
excited about the, piece
All of them bring different
of WGA have indicated to the world
V. tka " Wl
Unt .Una. nA ..nUnnmr .
'Inside to Out," she said,
amounts of experience to
v
media" as well as this problem of
their performances.
adding that it is a an a cappel-l- a
The choreographers for DVD residuals.
tap duet with Andrus.
This is not the first time the
The film and television writers did
this year's concert include
dancers have worked with each
Andrus,
not get support for their efforts to
Knapp, Trainor,
other.
compromise with major studios
Emily Barth '10, Alex Hribar
"We went to high school
regarding a contract that expired in.
'09,
Lucy Mallett '08,
October.
Kathleen Metcalfe '10, Lindi
together and were tap duet
A week ago, an estimated 4,000
partners throughout our days
say Phillips '11 and Margaret
of competitive dance," said
members of the WGA surrounded
Shepherd '08.
Knapp.
In addition, a number of the Fox studios building in Los
"We haven't danced together
individual dancers will appear
Angeles with picketed signs.
in more than one piece.
since my senior year of high (Photo by Catie Davis).
Painted and printed on these signs
school, and to be reunited for a
were variations of the phrase,
tap duet for my senior year at the the format and costumes, but the until the beginning of the 21st centuThe concert will take place at "Writers Guild of America on strike."
left
crumble
was
the
College has been an amazing
entire
to
lighting was set up with the assistance
city
ry
Freedlander Theatre .in Wishart Instead of a red carpet, celebrities
ence."
of Professor of Theatre Kim Tritt. untouched."
Hall this Friday, Nov. 16 and found themselves on streets and sideis
"We've put our hearts and souls into
inactive,
who
how
the
described
the
walks, protesting the major studios
instructor of
also
Tritt,
Trainor
Saturday, Nov. 17 at 8:15 p.m.
this piece and there is definitely a feeladvised
with signs that read, "We support our.
dance at the College,
students,
static aspect of the town fascinated
Admission is free but reservaing of nostalgia being back on stage including Catherine Trainor '11, on her, inspiring the choreographer to tions are encouraged, as seating is
writers!"
Civil rights activist Rev. Jesse
their varied and unique performances. craft a piece around it.
performing with Val. In general
limited.
Jackson and creator of the hit adult
cartoon television show "Family
Guy," Seth MacFarlane, joined the
strikers and expressed their frustraI.S.
Band.
tions.
Scot
Fancher
his
tion
of
excitement
together."
our
expressed
'
Emily Ryan
She
described
for
And what would a newsworthy
Nevola
and
her
at
m
Nieuwkoop
Together,
repertoire
ms
upcoming
Perfrm'nS
VOICB Stdff
'
recital. .
run After These Messages..., one of Sunday as including music "mostly event in Hollywood pe without
- '
;.
music?-- '
After four yearsof .studying musiiojiiy
from the late romantic; period and
that'oompares to' the'.campus'snfemWel an cappella
it y
at The. College oif.iWooster, a handfulo tha rush ofiipnergy that.l geiiafter.i l groups.. i:v.i,....--ii
tot i. early. 20th century. f
i.iJwjo'7
Two members of Rage Against the
of students will showcase their tal- - I've performed when the'audience is ' Their recital will include pieces by
perform"I am playing a jazzy waltz, a Machine gave a two-soents in respective recitals as part of applauding," he said.
ance at the start of the rally.
classical composers Handel and Bach, jazzyLatin-- y duet for flute."
their senior Independent Study
The evening after Fancher's showin addition to more contemporary
The AMPTP has made several
Manning stressed the importance
proects.
moves to encourage writers to go
case, Jessica Nieuwkoop '.08 and selections by Barber, Mahler and of having an interest in and a posiThis Friday, Kevin Fancher '08 will Elizabeth Nevola '08 will take the
tive attitude toward different kinds of back to work, suspending them and
Humperdinck.
give a vocal performance. As evimusic.
increasing the production of films.
"It's a nice easy way to experience
stage to perform their joint recital.
denced by the activities that Fancher
Although their preparation for the
The AMPTP is under the impreswhat goes on in the music depart"Music is all around us you can't
participates in at Wooster, music is a recital was especially intense during ment. It's not too much of a time escape it, so you might as well enjoy
sion that this strike is simply over rich
huge part of his life.
the past semester, both claim that the commitment and really allows you to it," she said.
people bantering about excessive
He is the president of both A foundations for their upcoming per- - experience
amounts of .money. They are fed up
This upcoming weekend presents
aspects,"
different
Round of Monkeys and the Wooster
with the picketing.
students and community members
chapter of the Ohio Collegiate Music THERE IS NOTHING THAT COMPARES TO THE RUSH OF ENERGY THAT I
Both parties in this strike are sufferthe opportunity to witness talented
Educators Association (OCMEA), in
college-level
ing greatly. Included in this big cycle
musicians with four years of
get after i've performed, when the audience is applauding."
addition to being secretary of the
poputraining and the chance to relax of suffering is the
Student Music Association.
'
Kevin Fancher '08 and take a break from the hectic pace lation in America.
He is also involved in the Wooster
Reruns on talk shows are becoming
of their lives.
Chorus and the Fighting Scot Pep
all too familiar. Late night shows such
"Music is a release, a way to relax
Band and plays bass guitar and sings
formance were laid during their first
as "The Tonight Show with Jay Leno"
and escape from the world," said
Nieuwkoop said.
for two
rock and roll year, when they became close friends.
and "Saturday Night Live," have been
"There is not just a solo vocal
Nieuwkoop.
bands.
Nieuwkoop said, "Since she is a recital, there are instruments, duets
airing reruns instead of running new
"Music of all kinds is there and on
mezzo-sopran- o
In the past few months, Fancher
and I am a soprano,
material.
and solos, so it is a really great
some level everyone can relate to it."
has spent a significant amount of there is a lot of really great reperLate night talk shows aren't the
representation of vocal music."
time preparing the repertoire for his toire out there for our voice parts to
Aislinn Manning "08, a flute player
Kevin Fancher '08 will perform only type of show suffering.
recita, which includes three Italian
perform."
Creator Bill Lawrence said in an
since fourth grade, considers her
Friday, Nov. 16 at 7:30 p.m.
arias by Antonio Vivaldi, four
"Our voices complement each other upcoming recital an event four years
Jessica Nieuwkoop '08 and interview that his show, "Scrubs,"
German art songs by Franz Schubert
nicely, and it's been really great
in the making.
Elizabeth Nevola '08 will perform might not even have a series finale
and three Welsh folk songs.
preparing for our performance por- until much later when the DVD will
"These recitals are a showcase of Saturday, Nov. 17 at 4 p.m.
be released.
w hat we have been working on since
Aislinn Manning '08 will perform
He commented that six episodes are
the beginning of our college career," Sunday, Nov. 18. at 2 p.m.
still unwritten. This seems to be a
All performances take place in
she said.
ii
!'
recurring problem with today's hapManning is also involved in the Gault Recital Hall. The perAfter
Association,
Music
ticket
Student
formances are free and no
is hazardly produced sitcoms.
There is even talk around town that
These Messages..., OCMEA and the '.required.
NBC wants to air
pisodes of the
British version of
'The Office" in
place
of
the
unwritten Amer
though, everyone has worked so hard
to make this concert a great one,
which will definitely be evident by the
quality of the pieces being presented."
Each dance piece is choreographed
and designed by Wooster students,
showcasing their skills and craft.
The student choreographers chose

Gillian Daniels
Voice Staff

"My piece is called 'Revisiting
Pripyat," said Trainor, noting that
her part in the concert involves a historical setting.
"It's about a small town in the
Ukraine that was vacated in the aftermath of the Chernobyl accident in
1984. 'Pripyat' interested me because
,
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Senior music majors perform individual concerts
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Gospel Choir sings downtown
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SGA Busing

To Cleveland
Tues. Nov. 20, 5pm

Back from Cleveland

To Akron Canton
Tues. Nov. 20 4:30pm

Back from Akron Canton

.

Sat. Nov. 24th 9pm
Sun. Nov. 25m lpm
rth
Sun. Nov. 25 9pm
lh

Sun. Nov. 251" lpm
Sun. Nov. 25th 9pm

ican ones.

The 2007 WGA
Strike in Holly
wood is more serious than the usual
focus and coverage
the city of angels
usually gets; it is
affecting the general public.

ra wiiieis are

Cost: $12 one way and $20 round trip, on sale at Lowry front
desk, NO REFUNDS

Questions contact Brenna Hart, SGA Secretary

(BHartlOwooster.edu)

denouncing their
efforts to alter
specific proposals.
The. fight will go
on and TV watch-

Buy yours before they are all gone.
Joyce Mason conducted the Gospel Choir during their
annual fall concert. The Choir performed such works as
"You Are, God Alone," "The Lord is Blessing Me" and
"You Must Be Born Again." The concert was held this
past Sunday, Nov. 11 at Second Baptist Church of
Wooster (Photo by Danielle Haas).

proudly preaching
the power of the
pen, studios are

of Services

ers and. moviegoers everywhere
will be left with
reruns uxn reruns,
and who knows
what could hapx.n
next? Maybe even
a blank screen.

Section Editors:
Nicholas Holt

Voice

Friday,
November 16
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Andrew Vogel
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Michigan seniors will go out The Ohio State University
with a much deserved win
will stomp on maize and blue
-

Ohio State versus Michigan a clash of the titans, a battle for the ages, a match-u- p of two
It's the end of November, which means three things to me: Thanksgiving, my parents' anniverteams coming off disappointing losses? Okay, so both teams falling last week took away some of sary and the ultimate showdown: Ohio State vs. Michigan, a prelude
to a month of great football.
the drama, but this is still two quality teams who hate each other fighting for the Big 1 1 title.
This year's game will be bigger than last year's. Before you jump on me, take a moment and think
note wow, did the Big Ten suck this year or what?
about it. Yes, last year's game was a national semifinal, but the loser had a safeIaide
"V
On paper, Ohio State looks like the better team. Up until last week they had ty net in the BCS with the Rose Bowl. So even the loser had the glory of going V
"
.
never really been tested. Plus, Chad Henne is
to a big time bowl and end their season with
no u'ce Williams when it comes to
, k
success. This year there is rib such net as the
Ming. However, if this season has taught us
i
loser will not get a bid to.a BCS bowl, period.
anything, it is that games are not played on
There are some key reasons why Ohio State
paper. Ohio State went into the season with
will win this game and get back to a BCS bowl chrissweeney
nickholt
everyone thinking they were over-ratat
during a "reloading" year. First is Mike Hart.
No. 15. Meanwhile, Michigan was a popular pick to reach the
Wait, that sounds more like a reason why they won't get there,
national championshipThe paper lied as OSU sat by and played
right? Well I'm focusing more on the inconsistent health of Mr.
nobody until they reached No. 1 and well, you know, what hapHart and not the fact that he torched the Buckeyes in last year's
pened to Michigan. In this game, experience will matter and
ultimate showdown.
'
Michigan has more.
If the health of the "Hart" and soul of the Michigan offense is
To win, Michigan will surely need a superhuman effort from
in question, that's not a good thing. Unlike the Illannoying Illini's
at least one member of their team. But wait, down, on the
Juice Williams, Michigan's quarterback is far from mobile, which
ground, it's a bull, it's a tank, no, it's Mike Hart. Michigan's
means the Buckeye defense can return to its stellar play before
back is the best player in the nation this side of Glenn Dorsey.
Illinois took the juice out of their punch. Hart needs to be at "
Just look at his stats this season, Hart has 1188 yards on the
in order to stand up to this hard-hitti100
defense and all
ground with a 5.5 yards per carry average and 12 touchdowns.
indications say that he isn't (all puns were intended).
Hart is a beast. Don't believe me? How about his 142 yards and
Continuing on the defensive front, but from the other perspectthree touchdowns in last year's big game?
ive," the Wolverine's defense is far from stellar. Case and point:
Discredit the Wolverines for their loss to Wisconsin all you
Appalachian State. The Buckeye offense is just as explosive as it
want, but they were without Hart, who IS Michigan's offense.
was last year. Brian Robiskie, Brian Hartline and the emergence
But don't think that Hart beat up and not himself. Hart could
L
of Ray Small with Todd Boeckman at the controls has combined
.
have played last week, but Carr knew the Wisconsin game did'
to make OSU's offense a potent unit. Good luck covering all of
n't matter, the only game that mattered was OSU. A win tomor- them, Michigan, because you can't.
u
nnr.t
row and Carr should keep his job, a loss and there will likely be "lustration by Jennifer Jones
Why can't they, you ask? Well, the Buckeyes' wide outs are
a new head man at Michigan.
too good, and secondly, if they try to, they will spread themselves out very thin. If they are
Bottom line, neither of these teams is that good. However Michigan is guaranteed to have
foolish enough to" do that, Chris (Beanie) Wells will see holes bigger than the ones the Browns
some offense with Hart, and with OSU putting eight or even nine in the box to stop Hart, Mario
gave Ben Roethlisberger last Sunday (just think back to Exodus and the parting of the red sea).
Manningham is going to break loose for a couple deep scores. Lloyd Carr knows he can save his
Michigan has home field, but Tressel has Carr's number from a strategic standpoint, going 1
career with one game, and players like Jake Long and Chad Henne know.they can recoup the milagainst the Wolverines since his arrival, including three straight. The only loss Tressel has suflions they lost bytoming back for another season with one stellar game on the big stage. That fered came on the road and Michigan had some playmakers. But the Buckeyes will be very moti
said it will be close head out to a bar and see Michigan win 8.
vated to send this Michigan senior class out as ultimate losers, 4. Buckeyes 31, Michigan 17.
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Nick Holt is

Co-Spor-

Editor and Chris Sweeney is
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Co-Edit-
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in Chief of"The Wobster Voice. They

or

you feel about as low
as Britney Spears's

BciiTirriii.
""N it would be pretty
easy to just call it
-quits. After the team
andrewvogel
0--4,
started
it
wouldn't have been surprising to see
the team roll over when the season
was essentially over by Week Five.
Strangely enough, they didn't
Over the past 12 years, the football
5,
team Had a record of
good
for
a gaudy .713 winning perenough
centage Just three years ago, in 2004,
the team went 10-- 0, reached the
NCAA playoffs and won its first out
right conference title since 1934, during the Roosevelt administration. For
the last dozen years, this team has
been as consistent as Metamucil.
However, the beginning of this sea
son was about as scary as a Stephen
King hovel. In the season opener, the
team was shut out by John Carroll
University 24-0- . The next week, in
the home opener, the team blew a
three touchdown lead at halftime en
route to giving up 38 points in the second half to Waynesburg. Then, the
team lost to rival Case Western
Reserve University for the first time
in nine years, 30-1On Sept. 29,
though, things got ugly as the team
was manhandled by Wittenberg 58--7.
To say it was was really bad would
have been sugarcoating it
To start 0--4 was bad. To lose to
Wittenberg 58-- 7 was even worse.
"Emotions were high going into
that game The team knew that if we
could get a win it would turn around
our season around and put us in the
driver's seat of the conference. The
game didn't turn out the way we had
planned," said Greg Schermbeck '08.
That's one way to describe it.
"It was the most down I've been in
a long time," said Deron Boyd '08.
"You work so hard to try to achieve
something, and when you get beat
like that it was real tough on everybody on the team."
Then something unexpected happened. After a los9 like the one to
Wittenberg, it would have been easy
to throw in the towel and just invest in
a healthy supply of Prozac to get the
team through the rest of the season.
However, after the Wittenberg game,
fortunes began to change. On Oct 6, a
late touchdown gave the team 13-- 9
victory against
Ohio Wesleyan. Suddenly, John Papp
-

icriiL

i

J

;

oil'

1

three straight plays on the goal line to
hold them to a field goal. I feel that
defensively, we started to believe in
each other, and the offense gained
some confidence," said Boyd.
After the team's first win, the team
finally put it all together. They subse-

quently put together wins against
Hiram College, lost on the last play to
Allegheny College on the road and
nearly knocked off
Wabash College at home. To many of
the players, that was the most satisfying game of the season.
.
"Even though we lost, we were a
couple of plays away from upsetting
the No. 10 team in the nation," said
Boyd. "Just playing with those guys
and not even caring about our record,
just taking it one play at a time, and
taking Wabash down to the wire ...
was the most fun I had this season." ,
In the final two games of the sea
son, the team went off like a Bill
O'Reilly tirade. In the final game for
the seniors, the team blew out Kenyon
49-1- 3
at home.
"It was our last collegiate game,
and the team finally put together an
impressive performance in front of its
home fans. It was the perfect endifig
for the whole senior class. I was proud
to go out in style with my fellow seniors who have given a four-ye- ar
com
mitment to the football program,"
!

87-3-

.

7.

come-from-beh- ind

Ohio-Wesleyan-

;

said Ben Schrock '08.

lOth-rank-

ed

,

At the same time, as sweet as the
win was, it was bittersweet for the
seniors, who ended their season 4-but the standings don't tell theStory.
"As a football player, most of us
have been playing football since we
were eight years-olThat means we
that we have the same routine for 13
or so years, and then it's over cold
turkey. This makes football the excep
tion to the rule, in many sports like
soccer or basketball you can play pick
up games whenever," said Dan
Sommers '08. "But with football.
you will never get this chance again.
This drew out a lot of emotions. It
wasn't until the fourth quarter when
the coaches started to pull the starters
that it started to sink in," he said.
"I appreciate how lucky I am to par
ticipate in a program here Everytiling
from the tradition, the coaches, the
band, the pipers, and lining the hill".
is something that I will alway
?,

d.

remember," said Schermbeck.
In that sense it might have been the
most successful 6 season ever.
4--

Andrew

Vogel is

a sports editor. He can

reached at avogel

10wooster.edu.

at nholt08wooster.edu and csweeney08wooster.edu

"Last Sunday we had a clinic for third
through sixth graders," said Van Wie.
"The Scots basketball players worked
with these kids for a couple of hours on
Sunday afternoon on their skills. The
- kids love it and they come from all over.
Then Coach Moore takes the coaches
who are going to work with, these
young kids during the year and gives
them a clinic"
Van Wie's has played a crucial role in
the development of the North Coast
Athletic Conference as Wooster 's .athletic director. The NCAC was a very
unique conference at the time because it
advocated the expansion of women's
athletics, a belief that was not univer- -

Editor in Chief

The turning, point was when the

,

n

Chris Sweeney

Stadium, which had at times felt more
like a funeral march than a football
stadium this season, was electrified.
defense stopped

them

Al Van Wie Tournament to begin

Team leaves on high note
On Sept. 29, the football team hit
rock bottom. After losing to arch-riv- al
Wittenberg University 58k7, the team
had maxed out in terms of frustration""
and embarrassment
When life makes

are both regular contributors. Contact

be

we first got into the conference, we had
seven or eight women's sports, now we
have 11. Women now have assistant

'
For many basketball fans, the Al Van
coaches and get the same kind of cover- WieRotary Tournament is just the"
'
annual tip off tournament for the
age in the conferenee newsletter. When
Wooster men't basketball season; But
you get men's soccer statistics you get
for former Wobster basketball coach
women's soccer too. That doesn'tCbund '
like much but at one time that was a
and athletic director Al Van Wie, it is a
chance to reach out to the community
heck of a concept."
Van Wie continued to pioneer
to fight hunger.
women's athletics at the national level, .
The Al Van WieRotary tournament
is more than just a few basketball
accepting the position to serve on the
Athletic .
Women's Intercollegiate
games. It has enabled Rotary to provide
Committee. He became the vice presi- - ,
over $6,000 in donations and over
1 4,000 food items annually for People to
dent in charge of all NCAA Div. Ill ath- - .
letics from 1988-90- ..
People, an organization that fights
"As much as anything else I was a
hunger during the holiday season when
salesman," said Van
at
extLeiy
"A
eat and enjoy
people
Wie. "At the time
high
the NCAA did' not
level
this"
holidays because
finance Div. Ill partic-"Coach
Moore
came to me and said
AlVanWie ipation in post season
for
competition
they'd like to have a
Wooster Head Men's Basketball Coach 1961-198- 2
"
in
women.
tournament
my
honor," said Al Van Wie. "I wanted to sally shared throughout the nation.
"That's one thing I fought for very
come up with another aspect of the
The presidents felt that they want- hard, that men and women's champitournament and that's where we got ed to form a conference where men and onship should be financed by the
NCAA," said Van Wie. The money to
idea of the food drive. The tournament
women would have equal responsibility
inclydes a food drive by the elementary
do so was taken from the Div. I
and equal power, which was a unique
kids in the surrounding area. It's a two
idea at the time," said Van Wie. "We set Tournament.
Wooster will try to defend the Al Van
dimensional tournament that's what up different layers where the athletic
excites me is that aspect of it. A lot of directors have so much power and the WieRotary Title once again, winning,
people are going to eat and enjoy the
presidents run this conference, which is the last five in a row and laof-'thJS
the way it should be. Everything that's previous tournaments.
holidays because of this."
The tournament begins with the
"It's really caught on," said Van Wie.
going to be passed has to go through
OAC's Otterbein College taking on The
"One Rotarian has each' one of the elethe presidents, before that the athletic
University of
(Minh.),at.6
mentary schools, so he promotes it directors and the faculty representap.m. St Thonws won this tournament
within that school and collects the food. tives had the final say."
Van Wie was proud to be part of the "in 2001 and have been to the NdAA
Jon Rose is the guy who puts this
together. Different rotarians have formation of the conference. "We were Div. Ill tournament the last two years
in a row.
stepped up to the plate to help out."
pioneers in this whole concept of men
off
Wooster
status.
against
The
tips
equal
women
Another dimension to the tournahaving
and
of
is
the
have
State
basketball
clinic
College
that
the
the
senior
administrators
Farmingdale
the
women's
ment
Skyline Conference at 8 p.m. The chammembers of the team and the coaching same vote as the men do," said Van Wie.
staff put on for the elementary school "There were schools in the Ohio pionship game takes place tomorrow at
kids to help promote various food Conference that weren't ready to 8 .p.m. with the consolation game predrives.
expand their women's programs. When ceding it at 6 p.m.

are going to

lot of

.
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Men's team defeats Case, women lose
4--

1

in dual meets this season. The men's

relay team of Logan LaBerge '10,
Andrew Olsen '09, Brendan Horgan "11
and Michael Saltzman '10 started the
This past Friday and Saturday, the day off with a key win on Saturday to
give the team an early lead and put the
men's swimming and diving team comteam in control of the meet The race
peted in the inaugural Veale Classic
The Scots came away as the inaugural was extremely close, as the Scots barely
winners of the tournament beating beat Case, winning by less than a secCase Western Reserve University in the ond (3:37.42-3:37.88- ).
LaBerge and Eric Babbit '10 also,
championship meet
were big in the clutch, with LaBerge
The men blew John Carroll
winning the 200 freestyle (1:47.07), and
University out of the water on Friday,
Babbit coming in second, right behind
winning easily by a score of 179-6The women also won in their meet on his teammate in second place (1:50.55).
John
Carroll
The area that may have made the difFriday,
defeating
On Saturday, both ference on Saturday was diving. Alex
University 153-8- 6.
teams advanced to the championship Gauvin '08 turned in a big performance,
er
and three-met- er
match against Case, where the men won
winning both the
127.5-106.5.
with
The women
events,
scores of 2 17.10 and
by a score of
fell in the tournament championship,
210.55, respectively. Dustin Klein '09
8.
also turned in i big performance for the
losing by a score of
The win moved the men's record to Scots, coming in second on the boards

Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor

2.

one-met-

123-10-

with scores of 181.85 on the
and 171.25 on the three-mete- r.
In the women's meet, Alice Case '10
and Tamari Farquharson '11 also came
up big for the Scots. Case placed first in
the 200 free (2:02.50),
while
Farquharson placed first in the 50 free
(25.44). This helped pull the Scots within two points of the Spartans at
but Case was eventually able to pull
away. Farquharson also came through,
for the Scots in the 100 free, taking first
in that event as well (55.14).
Caitlin McNulty '10 gained a victory
for the Scots on the boards as she finished with a victory on the
er
(205.70). McNulty also won the three-met- er
competition as well (186.25).
Overall, the loss dropped the
women's team to 2 this season. Both
teams will jump back into the pool
travel
as
tomorrow
they
to
Westminster (Pa.) College.
one-met- er

38-3- 6,

one-met-

3--
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Wooster massacres Kenyon 49 - 13 in season finale
dominating per- forcing a turnover
formance by
on downs on
Wooster's runKenyon's first pos.:
session after the
ning game as they
racked up a sea-- "
Lords had worked
'
son-hi285
their way to the
eight-yarWooster
d
yards rushing.
line. Two plays later,
Sheppard recorded 152 yards and
Wooster's defense
was put in a bad
two touchdowns
ht
in his
position again as a
Wooster fumble
l
rushing game.
gave Kenyon the
ball back at the
After a slow start,
Wooster 23. The
Sheppard finished
defense came
the season with
through again, how896 yards rushing
ever, as defensive
with seven touchdowns. Orlando
end Luke Drake '11
intercepted a pass
Jones '09 chipped
in with 8 1 yards
that had been tipped
and a score.
at the line.
The two teams
The rest of the
.
: ''.
l
l
r
"
traded possessions
offense deserved
a lot of credit as
until Dustin
,
Sheppard '09 broke
the line opened
,R
Austin
mQ Qf ft
d
fl
free for a 45 yard
huge holes and
,
.
season as he Posted the highest single-gam- e
completion per- - thes receivers not
touchdown late in
centage in Wooster history (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh). only blocked
the first quarter,
Sheppard scored.
downfield, but
'
completed a school-reco82.2 of
recorded knockdowns to spring
again on Wooster's next possession to
his passes. The elusive Holter was
Sheppard on his longer runs. The
start the second, and the rout was on.
also a threat with his legs, rushing for tight ends again led the team receivHolter played an almost perfect
60 yards and three touchdowns to
ing as Schrock recorded a career-hig- h
game, completing 15 of 17 passes for
bring his total on the season to seven.
215 yards. It was by far the best pass
84 yards on four receptions,
Holter's day was just part of a
ing day of his young career as he
including the
touchdown.

Nick Holt
Sports Editor

.v

The Scots celebrated senior day
on Saturday with a 3 rout of
the Kenyon Lords
With
the win, Wooster improved to 6
on the season with a 4- record in
6).

4--

-3

conference.
The Scots asserted dominance early
and often, building a 28-- 0 lead at the
half. The highlight of the game and
perhaps the season, came on
Wooster's last score of the half. A
fumble recovery by Keith Adams '08
gave the' Scots the ball on the visitor
rd
line with 1:34 remaining in
the half, and head coach Mike
Schmitz reached deep into his bag of
tricks. He pulled out a gem, with a
reverse to the tight end and former
quarterback Will Miska '08. That
was tricky, but the surprise wasn't
over as Miska stopped and threw
Ben
downfield to a wide-ope- n
Schrock '08, who went into the end-zotouchdown.
for a rd
The true story however, was the
defense that controlled a Kenyon
offense that had been averaging over
30 points per game going into the
contest, but forced kept the Lords
from reaching the end zone on any
, of their seven possessions in the
first half.
The defense came up big early,
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sixth-straig-
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49-1-

(2-- 8,

Miska showed he could do more
than pass, recording two receptions
for 28 yards, while Sheppard added
three receptions for 56 yards to boot.
As a special senior day note, Bill
Bednar '08 recorded his first-care- er
reception (14 yards) in what would
be his final game.
Defensively Matt DeGrand '10
again led the Scots with 14 tackles.
Greg Schermbeck '08 and Trey
Simmerman '08 were right behind
him with seven tackles apiece. For
the season, DeGrand led the Scots
with 96 tackles while Schermbeck
recorded 87- The win marked the end of a
remarkable turnaround for the Scots
this season. After starting the season
0--4,
against teams that would collectively go on to finish 34-- 8, the young
Scots team went 2 in their final six
games, and were very competitive in
their two losses, including a nail-bit- er
against No. 10 Wabash. While the
Scots will miss their seniors, they
leave Wooster with the team much
better off than at the start of the
season, as many young players have
progressed remarkably as the season
went on.
For now, Scots fans will be forced
to live with fond memories of the
great second half of this season until
Sept. 7, when the Scots kick off their
next season at Waynesburg.
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Cross Country closes year Young team will rebuild
with Great Lakes Regional

V

'

:

Ryan Radtke
Voice Staff
Throughout the 2007 cross country season, the Wooster Fighting
.
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Uut.crats to the loUosvn.c Acute mie

1t tlit-

fail m.'.m'-.:Football
-

Steve Zumbrun '08 Academic
Jeff Geffert '08 Academic

All-Distr-

All-Distr-

ict

ict

Men's Soccer
Jason Bowie '08 Academic
Warren Swegal '08 Academic

All-Distr- ict

All-Distr- ict
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Season Standings
Andrew: 154-8- 4
Nick:
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65-8-

u
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Last Week
Andrew: 2
Justine: 21-22-1-

13

19-1-

Chris:

5

17-1-
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Special Guest:
Courtesy
OPI
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,
stevemoore

'10 is the lone returning starter. Wenz started
games last season (Photo courtesy OPI).
Kym Wenz

Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer
Last year, Wooster ended the season
overall and 7 in the NCAC,

14-- 12

9--

finish in
good enough for a fifth-plathe conference. This year, the team is
again predicted to finish near the middle
ce

-

of the pack picked to finish sixth in
both the NCAC coaches' and media
poll. To compete and achieve
the same results the team did last year,
head coach Lisa Campanell Komara will
rely heavily on the fast improvement of
a relatively young team loaded with
s.
sophomores and
The team will lean on a strong sophomore season from guard Kym Wenz
'10, the only returning starter from last
first-year-

year's team. Wenz was an honorable
selection, and was
mention
named
of the Year.
Wenz stepped 'in as a first-ye- ar
and
started all 26 games for the Scots last
season. She was the second leading
scorer on the team last year behind
Carly Loehrke '07. Wenz averaged 1 1.8
pints per game.
Wenz will be joined by seven other
letterwinners on a team that is brimming with youth. Of the 10 players on
the roster, team captain Jennifer
Copeland '08 is the lone senior on the
team. Aside from Copeland and
Meredith Wilson '09, every other player on the team is a sophomore or first-yea-r.
Strong play from young players
All-NC-

AC

Co-Newco- mer

1

1st Team
2nd Team

1st Team
1st Team

Women's Soccer
Laura Ayer '08 Academic
1st Team
Chantal Koechli '10 Academic District 1st Team
All-Distr- ict

all

26

Bio: Coach Moore has been the head
men's basketball coach at the College of
Wooster for 20 years. He has compiled a
record of 467-1and in 26 years of
coaching at the Div. Ill level, he has an
3,
overall record of
putting him
10th on the
list. He is the win- ningest coach in school history.
08

who haven't had much time at the collegiate level will be critical if the team
plans to make a run at the NCAC
Tournament.
In addition to Wenz, Copeland and
Wilson, the team will also lean on
Kaitlin Krister '10, who played in 25
games last year. Priscilla Staples '10
also logged valuable minutes last season
and will be counted to improve this

pre-seas- on

.

554-17-

all-ti-

(All) 4 Okla. at Texas Tech
(All) 5 Missouri at Kansas St.
(All) 6 W. Va. at Utt Cincy
(S, C) 7 OSU at 81 Mich (N, A)
23 Kentucky at 9 UGA (All)

Miami(FL)atloV.T.(All)

The team will be led by Campanell
Komara, who is in her 11th season at
Wooster. Last year, Campanell Komara
led the team to its first winning season

17 BC at 15 Clemson (All)
(All) 16 Hawaii at Nevada
Vandy at 20 Tennessee (All)
(All) California at Washington
(C) Duke at Notre Dame (S, N, A)
(C, N) NC State at Wake (S, A)
(C, A) Penn State at MSU (S, N)
Purdue at Indiana (All)

since the

1992-9- 3
season. In her time at
Wooster, she has compiled 97 victories.
The team will have its work cut out.

Denison University was picked to finish
first in the coaches' poll released on
Nov. 1. In the NCAC media poll,
Denison and Kenyon College both
received nine first-plavotes.
and
Wittenberg
Ohio
University
Wesleyan were picked to finish third
and fourth in both polls, respectively.
This weekend marks the start of the
women's basketball season, which will
kick off at home with the Nan Nichols
Tournament. They will take on
Misericordia at 3 p.m. on Saturday, with
a game between preceding the Wooster
game at 1 p.m. The consolation game

NFL Week 11
Sunday, Nov. 18
Arizona at Cincinnati (All) '
Carolina at Green Bay (All)
(C, S, N) Cleveland at Baltimore (A)
Kansas City at Indianapolis (All)
Miami at Philly (All)
(C, S, A) N.Q at Houston (N) )
.

ce

(All) N.Y. Giants at Detroit
(C, N, A) Oakland at Minnesota (S)

(All) San Diego at Jacksonville
Tampa Bay at Atlanta (C, N, A)
(All) Pittsburgh at N.Y. Jets
(A) Chicago at Seattle (C, S, N)
(All) St. Louis at San Francisco
Washington at Dallas (All)
(All) New England at Buffalo

(S)

will take place on Sunday at 1 p.m., with
the championship game at 3 p.m.

.

Additional reporting to this story was contributed by Sports Editor Andrew Vogel
8
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winter.
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Monday, Nov. 19

Tennessee at Denver (All)

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM

A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual
assault For assistance contact:
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Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
Heather Fitz Gibbon
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146-9- 0

Chris: 145-9- 1
Justine:
4

Nick:

uv;
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Chris Sweeney, Nick Holt, Andrew Vogeu
and occasionally Justine McCullough pick
pe biggest games of the week.
Chris, N Nick, A Andrew,
C
S
Coach Moore, All Everyone

ce

Scots have found the perfect balance
between upperclass leadership and
young talent. This past weekend was
no different, as this formula once
again produced impressive results at
the Scots' last meet of the year
the NCAA Div. Ill Great Lakes
Cross
Regional
Country
Championships.
In her final meet as a first year
runner,' Suzannp Capehart 'l l
look into the future of the
Scot women's cross country team.
Capehart was once again the first
Scot to cross the finish line as she
recorded a time of 25:25.45, good for
47th place overall. This final performance put the icing on a season
that found her the top Scot runner
week after week.
Two team captains in their last
collegiate cross country showed how
well their experience and ability mix.
Erin Fortin '08 and Niki Calderone
'08 were the second and third Scot
scorers. Fortin completed the 6K
course as the 8 1st runner in 24:08.55,
while Calderone finished in 25:09.55,
securing 131st place.
Two first year runners rounded
out the Scot scorers. Jess Yarmosky
'11 barely edged out Chelsea Fisher
'11, placing 145tfi and 150th respecfinished in
tively.
Yarmosky
25:21.80, just eight seconds in front
of Fisher (25:29.45).
The women's event was won by
Calvin College, who hosted the
event. Individually, Esther Erb from
Case Western Reserve University
took home first place, helping her
team to a second place finish overall.
pro-videc- f'a

The men of Calvin College likewise took home the team victory,
placing all of their scorers in the top
15. Jed Christiansen took home the
individual first-plahonors in the
8K race.
Wooster was led by team captain
Rudy Gilman '08 for the second meet
in a row, putting an impressive cap
on the season. Gilman finished off
his collegiate cross country career by
placing 53rd in a time of 26:14.20.
Twin brothers Terry and Rik
Workman '10 sustained the momentum they gained from their
Conference meet races arid, turned in
outstanding performances.
The
brothers each bumped up over 45
places from their finishes last year
Terry (26:41.45) came in 84th and
Rik (26:59.50) finished 109th this
year. The Workman brothers have
been a solid duo for the Scots all year,
scoring p nearly evef y meet.
Also scoring for the Scot men were
Jeff Jacobs '10 and Brian Loy '09.
These two runners have been consistent all season long, and ended 169th
and 172nd, respectively. Jacobs fin
ished 27:58.20, with Loy (28:05.00)
less than seven seconds behind.
Though the Scots are graduating
several central figures, the strength
of their returning runners already
gives head coach Dennis Rice something to wait for in an excited apprehension.
'The teams developed at a steady
rate throughout the season and hit
their ultimate peak at the regional
championships," said an optimistic
coach Rice.
"I expect next year's team to continue to develop and the future looks
promising for both teams with an
outstanding group of men and
women returning next fall."
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Shirley Huston-FlndlDianna Rhyan
Carroll Meyer

ey

Longbrake
Kauke 005
Kauke 007
Kauke 014

Wisliartll8
The Lilly House
Westminster Church

'

Ext. SOS 8
Ext. 2357
Ext. 237 1
Ext. 2256
Ext 2543
Ext 2301
Ext. 2208

Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext. 2319 or the Campus Chaplain at Ext. 2602.
To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330)
or Campus Security at Ext. 2590.
For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicies.
264-333- 3,

